Dick Tracy and the Case of Warhol's Closet
) and Elvis Presley as gunslinger, for example, carried two meanings, one of which was unavailable to heterosexuals. Because the "macho" cyclist and the cowboy with gun and holster were standard characters in gay erotica at the time, Warhol knew that readers of such materials would see in his works both an homage to Hollywood and its star system and objects of desire. Scholars have concluded that Warhol meant not merely to circumvent the pervasive homophobia in the American art world and service his outlaw desires, but also, by refusing to behave, to combat the prejudice, thus participating in the early stage of the cultural resistance that would culminate in the 1969 Stonewall riots.1 Another of Warhol's paintings used as evidence of a "fey but ferocious . . . war against the exclusion of swishiness and fagginess from the repertory of visual art" is Dick Tracy (frontispiece), which the artist appropriated from a comic book ( fig. 2 ). The author of these remarks, literary critic Michael Moon, suggests that Tracy was more than a culturally acceptable stand-in for the square-jawed Adonises whom Warhol had drawn in the 1950s. A conversation between the artist and one of his 1960s superstars, Ultra Violet, as reported in her memoir, implies that Tracy may have been the prototype for these "beautiful boys." "Who were your heroes?" she asked Warhol. "Dick Tracy. I [S]cotch-taped his photograph on the eschews plot and action, turns on a contrast between the appearance of the two men, the ill-favored profile of one emphasizing the attractiveness of the other. Dick Tracy's creator, Chester Gould, had introduced Catchem-whom he modeled after the television puppet Howdy Doodyinto the comic strip in 1948 to provide an expressive foil for his handsome and unsmiling boss. Taking 9 ). Four other ads in the photostat offer solutions to physical imperfections. Two of these, one for a "perfected invention" designed to relieve the suffering and worry caused by "most forms of reducible rupture" and one for a bodybuilding course, also appear in Advertisements, along with the Pepsi Cola logo. Although the Pepsi ad might have had some related, private significance for the artist, we can probably explain its appearance in the painting on compositional grounds. The oval of the logo complements and balances the large rectangular elements on the right. A study of the painting suggests that it was laid out in a classic pyramid. The two torsos echo one another, thematically as well as formally. Whereas crude, rudimentary forms define the flawed female body, a linear grace and elegance determine the ideal male. We are tempted to wonder ifWarhol thought of the two figures as a variation on the before-andafter theme, not just because of the ad for nose reshaping that appears at the lower right in Advertisements, but because the notion is implicit in the figure of the bodybuilder. Muscle development ads usually illustrated the story of the miraculous transformation of a skinny young man in a matter of weeks ( fig. 10 ). For the viewer raised on such ads (as Warhol himself was), it was difficult not to visualize the underdeveloped "before" figure when he was confronted with an image of the "HERO of MEN" he longed to become.
Though not as refined in line as his beautiful boy drawings ( fig. 11) Warhol's personal investment in the homosexual connotations of the bodybuilder seems evident and suggests that his interest in the other aspect of the subject, physical fitness, explored in Advertisements, might also depend on private associations. The most obvious of these pertain to the artist's well-known dissatisfaction with his own physique. Warhol suffered all the ills seen in Advertisements except "ruptures," which means that even the ad might have had a strong resonance for him. He could well have chosen it because it expressed his image of himself as severely flawed, and the suffering he thereby endured.
As for the other ads in Advertisements, the personal parallels are more obvious, not simply by virtue of the problems cited but also because of the solutions recommended. With respect to his appearance, Warhol was most distressed about the rapid thinning of his hair and the veiny enlargement of his nose. We may judge both his anguish over these imperfections and his desire to correct them from a pair of before-and-after passport photographs taken in 1956 ( fig. 13) His observation also touches on Warhol's well-known pursuit of fame, which, according to the reminiscences of Lisanby, was his chief motive for switching from commercial to fine art.9 Warhol saw what it had done for Rauschenberg and Johns and was determined to share in the esteem that they enjoyed. Although Warhol's ambition has often been viewed as evidence of a shallow value system, it might also have been generated by an astute understanding that fame transforms a subject in the public eye, making even a physically unimpressive specimen seem attractive. Finally, the artist appears surprisingly handsome in several selfportraits that he produced in the early to mid-1960s ( fig. 14) This makeover dream had a purely romantic dimension: the artist's conviction that improved looks would translate into considerably better chances of erotic success with the beautiful young men he desired and who rejected or pitied him. But the positive impact that such a change would also have had on his notoriously low physical self-esteem indicates that the fantasy had even deeper roots in a frustrated narcissism. In his introductory lecture on the subject, Sigmund Freud posited a "primary narcissism," a developmental stage in infancy characterized by feelings of "perfection," which he considered part of "the instinct of selfpreservation." While accepting Freud's general description of the nature and timing of such feelings, his heirs have, on the whole, rejected his supposition that its origins were biologically determined. The majority of psychoanalysts now understand narcissism as the product of environmental factors, most notably the effect of the mother's adoring love, what Freudian D. W. Winnicott, for example, called her "mirror role." As the child matures, however, he or she soon experiences "narcissistic frustrations," or "injuries," as they are now termed, rude reminders of his or her insufficiencies and imperfections. But "as always where the libido is concerned," Freud noted, "man has here again shown himself incapable of giving up a satisfaction he had once enjoyed. He is not willing to forego the narcissistic perfection of his childhood." He therefore sets up defenses against such injury, seeks the love and adoration of others to raise his feelings of self-regard, and maintains this illusion through the Warhol's case deviates significantly from Freud's model, however, on the issue of public access to the meaning of the work. The writer (or artist) may, according to Freud, "soften the character of his egoistic daydream by altering and disguising it," partly to make it more palatable for us so that we can "enjoy our own day-dreams without self-reproach or shame." The dream will be aestheticized as art to "bribe us by the purely formal," but will always remain recognizable as one.17 In Dick Tracy, on the other hand, Warhol seems to have been intent on refusing the general public its pleasures on both counts. The painting contains significant personal fantasies, but it cannot be said to publicize them. To its various publics, including its professional viewers, the painting has appeared superficial, if not inane, the record of a shallow attachment or interest.
Crewy Lou and the Fall
We can verify that Warhol meant to prevent others from discerning the substantial personal content of Dick Tracy by the presence of the third figure in the painting. In the middle of what appears to be the oddly shaped speech balloon above Dick Tracy and Sam Catchem, Warhol drew a black line across the painting (see frontispiece). A comparison of the work with its comic-book source (see fig. 2 ) reveals not only that the line substitutes for the two used in the original to separate panels, but that the apparently meaningless shape above it-which cannot be explained on compositional grounds-is the silhouette of a female torso, the curve that of a breast. Warhol chose not to eliminate the female above Tracy and Catchem in the original panel, as he had done with the male at the bottom of the photostat (see fig. 3 ), but to hide her, to make it impossible for the viewer to see her.
The woman is Crewy Lou, the leader of the pair of criminals referred to in the title of the episode, "Dick Tracy and the Case of the Fiendish Photographers." In the frame she is contemplating the floor plan of the hospital where the police are holding one of her competitors, the syndicate boss whom she plans to kill. Her nickname derives from her haircut, which features a man's crew cut, or "butch," on top. Her gender confusion-Tracy called her "screwy"-is also indicated by the name Lou, which is short for both Louis and Louise.
Warhol seems to have intuited the psychosexual associations between Crewy Lou and the male pair beneath her. In the first place, Crewy Lou was another figure with whom Warhol could identify. The gender twisting in both her hairstyle and name would have suggested to Warhol that she, like he, was homosexual. Then, as now, "butch" was slang for a lesbian type. Perhaps Warhol saw in her another alter ego, either the cool, attractive female like Edie, whom he had always wanted to be, or the manly female counterpart to his feminine "swishy" male. Warhol signaled his identification with her and with the two males by keeping "ALL THREE" in the last line, the only phrase from the caption he left whole. Another fortuitous element that Warhol discovered in the middle line of the caption was the name of her alter ego, the biblical Eve. The name is clearly readable in the painting, although it often fails to register in reproductions because Warhol painted out the first letter and the apostrophe of WE'VE, but left a ghostly letter E in front of the last two letters, a move that subtly identifies her with the spectral figure above the line and further mitigates against the possibility of the name being read as intentional. Close inspection reveals the care that Warhol took to create this impression. He first painted the E in black and then carefully overpainted it with two separate white washes, thus making it appear as meaningless as the rest of the letters in the line. That other lettering (the lone P, for example) is not purposeless, however, but misdirects the viewer's attention away from the possibility that the name could be other than accidental-a device he used, for example, in Strong Arms and Broads (see fig. 12 ). Until the discovery of the female at the top, Warhol's efforts at preventing us from noticing the name had been successful. . 16) fig. 8 ), which also combines references to homosexual desire and physical defect. The latter could perhaps be read as a private double entendre reflecting the artist's disappointment with both his physical appearance and moral character. Even paintings such as Wigs (see fig. 6 ) that appear to point to Warhol's physical problems may refer synecdochically to all those deficiencies that gave evidence of the Fall from perfection.
By linking the "fiendish" Crewy
The photostat that Warhol used for Wigs ( fig. 17) supports this prospect. The image documents materials from classified ads that he cut out and assembled to use in his paintings. The collage contains three types of ads. In addition to those for physical problems (hair loss and excessive thinness) and ones with homoerotic connotations (from phallic symbols to ways to "make him want you") are ads for two kinds of prayer aids. What is suggestive about the collage is not simply that Warhol was thinking about all three subjects as materials for his art, but that he considered them to belong together. The care he took in formally integrating the three, which at first glance seem to have been printed together, indicates that Warhol thought of religion, corporeal blemish, and homosexuality as related parts of some greater whole. In the final painting, of course, neither homosexuality nor religion is evident. Was this because Warhol decided that these subjects were inappropriate or because he suppressed them? The resurfacing in Dick Tracy of the triad of concerns evident in the photostat might indicate that Warhol had, for some time, been seeking a safer, more comprehensive, and thus personally satisfying way to articulate his situation. In the spring or summer of 1961, however, he began to wonder if he could eliminate the painterly elements in favor of the impersonal approach to form that his subject matter suggested. He painted two versions of a number of themes, one "with gestures and drips" and one in the "cold, 'no comment"' style that he said he preferred. In a classic piece of market research he showed these pairs to his advisers "to goad them into commenting on the differences, because," he said, "I still wasn't sure if you could completely remove all the hand gesture from art and become noncommittal, anonymous." The remark suggests that the awkward "gestures and drips" in these works were a grudging accommodation to period taste, to the expansive and emotional gestures of action painting. On the other hand, if we consider Warhol's inelegant execution in relation to the private content of Wigs and Advertisements, it suddenly appears legitimately expressive, not only a parody of the ubiquitous de Kooning style but also, ironically, an authentic and confessional variation. Smudges, smears, and drips seem the ideal formal vehicles for an iconography of physical and perhaps moral fault, the perfect expression of imperfection. Ivan Karp noted the negative quality of the style when he first viewed the paintings in Warhol's studio, but assumed it was aimed at the subjects of the works, the commercial goods and services. As a good modernist, Karp thought that "Andy had to apologize in his mind for [having been] involved" in "the towering blandness" of commercial advertising. But given what is now known of Warhol's admiration for "all the great modern things the Abstract Expressionists tried not to notice" and, more importantly, of the way he used some of these goods and services to actualize his private concerns, we are led to conclude that the style of these works referred, instead, to their author.25
The faulty style belongs not to what is advertised but to the service that the graphic designer provided. Warhol hid his ongoing commercial work from collectors and dealers, including Karp, but his continuing commitment to the field, his persistent identity as a commercial artist, is mischievously alluded to in the ultimate subject of these paintings, which is not wigs and cosmetic surgery, but advertisements for them. Warhol the commercial artist is still evident in the role that Warhol the avant-garde painter slyly assumed in these works. From the point of view of fine art, paint drips and brush marks may reflect abstract expressionism and its lofty ethos, but from the vantage of commerce, the other context for these paintings, they are blemishes or obvious signs of deficient workmanship, the commercial artist's shortcomings. Whatever the validity of this conjecture, it does not refer to Dick Tracy. Although we can read its drips, too, not only as an adoption of period style but also as a metaphor of the physical and moral faults expressed in the imagery, the work seems to lack a penitential dimension. In fact, certain aspects of the painting seem at cross purposes with its confessional ones. Ultimately intriguing is the contradiction between its blithely innocent format and the serious admission that it secretly houses. Warhol's identification with Catchem, whatever else it might signal, is nonetheless with one of the "good guys." And is it sufficient to say that the painting records only fig. 11 ). Although the drawing sessions were sometimes erotically charged, Warhol chose to downplay any suggestion that his interest in these young men was anything but that of an emotionally chaste aesthete.30
After the brief interlude of the classified ad paintings in 1960, in which innocence seems to yield to experience, Warhol returned to his comic-book paintings, all of which deal with homosexuality in one way or another.31 Perhaps the most obvious example is Nancy (fig. 18) , a character Warhol took from Guy Gilchrist's comic strip of the same name. Like many of Warhol's works at the time, it turns on a pun. "Nancy" was a derogatory name used in both the gay and straight worlds for an effeminate and presumably homosexual male. By choosing to paint her, Warhol cleverly smuggled another gay reference into the "macho" domain of high art and conflated his own state as a homosexual with that of a blameless little girl. The incident Warhol chose to depictNancy's need for additional protection against inclement weather-reveals the basis of this dual psychological satisfaction. On the obvious level, the reference is to the "chilly" homophobic climate in the New York art world that forced Warhol to "clothe," or code, his homosexuality. But an intuitive grasp of the other, equally apt, metaphor that the scene presented may also have encouraged Warhol's choice. Catholicism, too, provided a frosty climate, from which he also sought protection. Warhol understood, at some level, the inadequacy of his guise, that it was, in fact, a guise, a strategic garb. He included a fragment of a caption from a subsequent scene in which Nancy admits that she is still cold, despite wearing more clothing. Such an acknowledgment on the artist's part demonstrates the degree to which he had internalized society's and the church's position on his homosexuality, for it is only from that point of view that his defensive claims of innocence would be considered inadequate.
Both Nancy and Dick Tracy illustrate that a careful, biographical analysis of some of the apparently innocuous themes of Warhol's early Pop production reveals a surprising network of psychologically satisfying self-projections, designed to help the artist cope with problems centered on his homosexuality. In general, my findings support the view of Warhol as an early gay-rights advocate that a number of politically engaged cultural historians have recently put forward. But whereas their work emphasizes Warhol's opposition to the social forces of intolerance in which he lived and worked, this account fleshes out and complicates that tale, revealing our protagonist as more conflicted. In broad outline Warhol's story is not essentially different from that of many gay men of his and other generations who waged a battle against prejudice in the social and political sphere, and also in the private psyche, wherein social and religious attitudes had become internalized.32 Warhol's particular case history is piquant not only because he instinctively struggled against the full weight of this religious and social training, but because he determinedly carried out his early work in a professional climate antagonistic to both terms of his dilemma. 
